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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
PUBLIC SUMMARY

- Interdisciplinary research stimulates the development of parallel systems method.

- ACP approach is a technical foundation to address challenges in complex systems.

- Parallel intelligence is objective for a better understanding of complex systems.

- Various parallel technologies and applications are major accomplishments.
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The growing complexity of real-world systems necessitates interdisciplinary
solutions to confrontmyriad challenges inmodeling, analysis, management,
and control. To meet these demands, the parallel systemsmethod rooted in
the artificial systems, computational experiments, and parallel execution
(ACP) approach has been developed. The method cultivates a cycle termed
parallel intelligence, which iteratively creates data, acquires knowledge, and
refines the actual system. Over the past two decades, the parallel systems
method has continuously woven advanced knowledge and technologies
from various disciplines, offering versatile interdisciplinary solutions for
complex systems across diverse fields. This review explores the origins
and fundamental concepts of the parallel systems method, showcasing
its accomplishments as a diverse array of parallel technologies and applica-
tions while also prognosticating potential challenges. We posit that this
method will considerably augment sustainable development while
enhancing interdisciplinary communication and cooperation.
INTRODUCTION
Stephen Hawking’s prediction that the twenty-first century would be a "cen-

tury of complexity"1 has been substantiated over the last two decades. Real-
world complex systems, such as those in engineering and social systems,
manifest remarkable complexities. These include non-linearity, randomness,
networked coupling, collective dynamics, hierarchy, and emergence, all of
which contribute to substantial uncertainty and unpredictability in managing
and controlling these systems. This complexity can be partly attributed to
advances in information and communications technology (ICT), enabling the
Internet of Everything.2 Such extensive connectivity promotes the growth of
complex systems with larger scales, more intricate structures, and nonlinear in-
teractions between elements of varying magnitudes across different domains.
Examples include social media and other cyber applications, physical space’s
Internet of Things (IoT) nodes, and heterogeneous individuals in social space.3

The cross-domain interactions enable the integration of cyber, physical, and so-
cial spaces in complex systems,4 thereby unifying the dual complexity of social
and engineering (or technical) aspects into a single system. This heightens the
challenges in complex systems concerning modeling, analysis, management,
and control. As a result, tackling these issues using the knowledge and technol-
ogy of a single discipline is a daunting task. To address the increasing
complexity of systems, interdisciplinary research has become essential,
combining knowledge and technologies from multiple disciplines to provide a
comprehensive analysis and understanding.5 For instance, various interdisci-
plinary analytical methods, such as social simulation,6 data mining,7 and online
experiments,8 have been developed to explore the complexity of systems from
diverse perspectives. Additionally, interdisciplinary research paradigms, such as
cyber-physical-social systems (CPSSs)9 or cyber-physical human systems
(CPHSs),10 offer fundamental frameworks for modeling and analyzing systems
with the dual complexities of engineering and social aspects. To address the
challenges posed by the increasing complexity of real-world systems and draw-
ing inspirations from the burgeoning interdisciplinary research, the artificial sys-
tems, computational experiments, and parallel execution (ACP) approach was
ll
proposed in 2004.11 This resulted in the creation of a novel method for com-
plex systems studies: the parallel systems method. Over the past two decades,
this method has been continuously evolving to pursue its objectives of
achieving parallel intelligence. The parallel systems method has now emerged
as a promising interdisciplinary solution for complex systems, enhancing peo-
ple’s understanding of such systems.12

The method of parallel systems discussed in this review is distinct from par-
allel system or parallel computing in computational science. Unlike these latter
concepts, which entail a system capable of executing multiple tasks or ins-
tructions simultaneously, the parallel systems method relates to composite
systems made up of an actual system and one or more corresponding virtual
artificial systems. The concept of digital twins,13 which is akin to the parallel
systems method, is an essential technology for translating actual systems in
physical space to digital representations in cyber space. The parallel systems
method conveys a broader meaning than digital twins, as it primarily targets
complex systems that integrate additional human and social dimensions. In
addition to the engineering complexity that stems from large-scale and multi-
level systems, social complexity resulting from individual-level human psychol-
ogy, behavior, and interaction comes into play. These factors create challenges
in establishing precise models or conducting experimental investigations of
complex systems. Recognizing these challenges, the parallel systems method
does not aim for complete alignment between the internal mechanisms of arti-
ficial and actual systems. Instead, it conducts computational experiments on
artificial systems to explore the possible behaviors of the actual system and
then implements parallel execution to reconcile any behavioral differences be-
tween the two. The parallel execution involves two aspects: first, modifying the
artificial systems to emulate the behavior of the actual system; second, steer-
ing the actual system toward desired outcomes using insights learned from
artificial systems.
The parallel systems method represents an interdisciplinary solution that

cohesively integrates theories, technologies, and applications across
various disciplines. (1) In terms of theories, its interdisciplinary character
stems from the amalgamation of multiple fields, such as social, computa-
tional, and complexity sciences. (2) In terms of technologies, the method
consistently absorbs cutting-edge technologies from diverse disciplines,
formulating corresponding parallel technologies to enhance its capacity
for dealing with various aspects of complex systems. (3) In terms of appli-
cations, the method leverages parallel technologies and specialized
domain knowledge to deploy diverse parallel applications in complex sys-
tems across various fields, effectively addressing challenges in modeling,
analysis, control, and management.
In this review, we undertake a comprehensive examination of the parallel sys-

temsmethod’s origin, highlighting its emergence as a response to the challenges
posed by complex systems and the opportunities presented by interdisciplinary
research. Moreover, we probe into the details of the method, explicating parallel
intelligence as its objectives, the ACP approach as its technical foundation, and
advanced parallel technologies. Supported by these technological advance-
ments, we illustrate the implementation and applications of the method in five
major fields. Finally, we discuss the challenges and perspectives of the parallel
systems method.
The Innovation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023 1
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Figure 1. Advent of the parallel systems method presents a unique opportunity (A) Convergence of cyber, physical, and social spaces introduces significant challenges for ad-
dressing various problems in complex systems. (B) Interdisciplinary research brings opportunities to address various problems in complex systems. Challenges and opportunities
have led to the emergence of the parallel systems method, which can absorb advanced technologies from diverse disciplines. Consequently, various parallel technologies and
applications are developed as solutions to complex systems from different fields.
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PARADIGM SHIFT FOR UNDERSTANDING COMPLEX SYSTEMS
In this section, we look into the origin of the parallel systems method and

explain how it emerged while we have been gradually altering our understanding
of complex systems.

Increasing complexity of real-world systems
With advancements in scientific theories and technologies, our understanding

of the complexities of various real-world systems has deepened significantly. So-
cial systems are quintessential examples of complex systems; the emergence of
complex collective behavior and social phenomena at the macro level results
fromnonlinear interactions among individuals at themicro level. This poses chal-
lenges for reductionist analysis and repeatable experimental analyses in social
systems.Moreover,with the growing scale and integration of various engineering
systems in the real world, the complexity of engineering systems continues to
escalate. This complexity poses significant challenges formanaging and control-
ling systems in transportation, energy, manufacturing, and other engineering
fields. Nowadays, the integration of social and engineering systems has become
an evident trend catalyzed by ICT. This trend is driven by the continuous conver-
gence of cyber, physical, and social spaces,14 simultaneously augmenting
complexity for both social and engineering domains, as depicted in Figure 1A.
Specifically, this is illustrated in two trends.

The first trend pertains to the socialization of engineering systems. In tradi-
tional engineering systems, modeling, operation, control, and optimization were
considered independently from a technological perspective. However, with
increasing concerns regarding safety, sustainability, resilience, eco-friendliness,
and human welfare, it is now acknowledged that engineering systems cannot
be viewed in isolation from human society.15 For example, the status of workers
in factories can affect production efficiency, cost, and quality16; production plan-
2 The Innovation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023
ning, manufacturing execution, and market demand are interdependent15,17; the
state of transportation systems is closely related to social events and human
activities.18–21 Incorporating social and human factors throughout the lifespan
of engineering systems is essential for ensuring their sustainability and providing
efficient, safe services to society. Achieving this goal requires amore comprehen-
sive understanding of the complex interplay between technical and social fac-
tors, along with the development of novel models and methodologies that
account for this integration. In general, the socialization of engineering systems
represents an important transition toward a more integrated and holistic
approach to designing and managing our engineering systems.
Another trend is the engineering of social systems, facilitated by advanced ICT

and the integration of ubiquitous sensing devices and IoT technology into human
society. This has ushered us into the “big data” era,where abundant social signals
can be leveraged to model, analyze, and operate social systems in a way similar
to engineering systems. Concepts such as smart cities,22 smart societies,23 and
urban computing24 have flourished under this trend.
The escalating complexity of systems demands a broader perspective to

considermore elementswithin systems, aswell asmore powerful tools to under-
stand and analyze them. Consequently, interdisciplinary research has rapidly
advanced by merging knowledge and techniques from different disciplines,
opening new opportunities for tackling complex system problems. Among the
various interdisciplinary research paths, the intersection of computational sci-
ence and social science offers a range of research methods and paradigms
for addressing challenges with both social and engineering complexity.25

Burgeoning interdisciplinary field
The division of disciplines allows each discipline to focus on a closely related

set of variables in the real world from its unique perspective.26 This lets them
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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REVIEW
rapidly analyze and address problems of interest without becoming entangled in
the complexity of actual systems. However, in the context of complex systems,
variables that are usually separated across different disciplines also exhibit
nonlinear connections. Thus, interdisciplinary approaches are needed to inte-
grate knowledge and techniques from diverse disciplines, involving more
nonlinear relationships (i.e., with squared terms or even higher powers) among
a broader set of linked variables. Currently, no agreement exists on how to
conduct interdisciplinary research. In the emerging interdisciplinary fields be-
tween social, computational, and complexity sciences, concepts such as social
computing23,27 and computational social science7,25 have been proposed and
witnessed substantial progress. We do not differentiate between these two con-
cepts but rather discuss the two interdisciplinary paths from the perspectives of
research methods and research paradigms, as illustrated in Figure 1B.

On the one hand, advanced computational models and techniques have been
continuously integrated into the analysis of social systems, resulting in
numerous interdisciplinary methods that can effectively analyze complex social
systems. With advancements in complex adaptive theory and computer simula-
tion methods, social simulation methods have emerged as viable means of
studying complex social phenomena.28 Agent-based modeling (ABM), a promi-
nent social simulation method, employs a bottom-up approach to investigate
emergent phenomena at the macro level resulting from interactions among het-
erogeneous agents at the micro level.6 The development of ABM has facilitated
the emergence of artificial societies,29 which involve constructing digital society
laboratories using ABMmethods to evaluate policy effectiveness experimentally.
Notable examples of artificial societies include SugarScape,30 the artificial stock
market,31 and National Planning Scenario 1 (NPS1).32 Besides social simulation,
data mining methods focus on discovering knowledge about human dy-
namics,33 poverty and wealth,34 epidemics,35 and other facets of social systems
from large social datasets, offering new insights into social system analysis.
Moreover, online experiment methods, enabled by Internet platforms, provide
an extensive pool of samples for social systems experiments.8,36,37 This
approach alleviates the three-horned dilemma of generality-control-realism38

and the challenges of reproducing results39 in social science. Along with the
aforementioned three methods, there exist advanced techniques that facilitate
the investigation of social interaction on a micro level, such as virtual reality
(VR)40 and hyperscanning.41

On the other hand, social and human factors are consistently integrated into
the operation of various actual systems, providing fundamental research para-
digms that support the blending of cyber, physical, and social spaces. Since
the 1980s, with the continuous development of embedded systems, concepts
such as ubiquitous sensing and pervasive sensing have emerged.42 These ideas
focus on embedding various computing devices within physical space, resulting
in a close coupling between computing and physical resources through cyber-
physical systems (CPSs). With the growing prevalence of sensor-enabled smart
devices and their tight connection to humans and society,9 social space is grad-
ually infiltrating CPSs, driving their evolution toward more generalized socializ-
ation. Subsequently, various research paradigms have been developed to
integrate social and human factors into CPSs, including CPHSs,10 human-cy-
ber-physical systems (HCPSs),43 social-cyber-physical systems (SCPSs),44 and
cyber-physical-social systems (CPSSs).4 Among these, CPSS is the most prom-
inent, deeply integrating human, machine, and IoT resources to enable coordina-
tion among cyber, physical, and social spaces.14 Nowadays, CPSS has become a
foundational paradigm for studying systems that encompass both social and en-
gineering complexity in areas such as transportation,45 agriculture,17 health-
care,46 andotherfields,47 involving activities such as sensing,3,48–50 computing,51

producing,15 and operating.52
Parallel systems method with interdisciplinary nature
The increasing complexity of real-world systems poses numerous challenges,

yet interdisciplinary studies have presented opportunities. In this context, the
parallel systems method, inherently interdisciplinary, has emerged at the inter-
section of social and computational sciences, offering solutions to address the
intricate social and engineering aspects of complex systems. The origin of the
parallel systems method can be traced to the early 1990s when researchers
were exploring open complex giant systems.53 Its prototype was a “shadow sys-
tem” designed for studying and evaluating a complex entity through its digital
replicas.54 In 2004, the ACP approachwas introduced, marking the starting point
ll
of studying the parallel systemsmethod, and it soon became the technical foun-
dation for a 20-year journey in supporting the implementation of the parallel sys-
tems method.11,55,56 The formalization of CPSS in 2010 fundamentally shaped
the solution form of ACP-based parallel systems, enhancing its applications in
various fields.4,57 As the research progressed, relevant studies appeared in a va-
riety of fields, each interpreting and applying the parallel systems method in
terms tailored to their unique perspectives. Researchers began to recognize
that these studies need clear objectives and guidance. Therefore, in 2016, the
concept of parallel intelligence58 was proposed, providing a high-level encapsula-
tion of the fundamental principles, guidelines, or methodologies of the parallel
systems method.
When dealing with complex systems, the parallel system method adopts

CPSS as its basic form to examine numerous elements in the system and
construct artificial counterparts of these actual elements. Subsequently, compu-
tational experiments are conducted to explore complex interaction mechanisms
between these elements and investigate potential behaviors of systems under
different scenarios. Furthermore, the bidirectional interaction and coevolution
of artificial and actual systems are facilitated through parallel execution. In
applying the parallel systems method, it is imperative to assimilate domain
knowledge from diverse disciplines to support activities such as modeling,
computing, and executing. Supported by parallel intelligence, the ACP approach
integrates various researchmethods such as simulation and datamining to form
a more powerful intelligence for understanding complex systems. Parallel intelli-
gence enables artificial systems to transform from system analyzers into data
generators, overcoming challenges posed by modeling, experiments, and data
defects.12 Consequently, it enables the transition seamlessly from "small data"
in the actual system to big data in artificial systems, and ultimately to "deep intel-
ligence" in the solution by executing a continuous cycle of data, knowledge, and
action between artificial and actual systems.59

To comprehensively investigate the current state of development in the parallel
systemsmethod, we conducted a snowballing literature review, yielding 215 rele-
vant publications. The details of our search and screening procedures are delin-
eated in the supplemental information. Our analysis reveals that research on the
parallel systemsmethod is currently focused on twomain areas: parallel technol-
ogies and their applications. The former, as the method’s advanced technical
extension, will be presented in section “parallel technologies”; the latter, as an
interdisciplinary accomplishment of the method, is also discussed in in section
“parallel applications.”
PARALLEL SYSTEMS METHOD: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SOLUTION
In this section, we probe into the details of the parallel systems method, as

shown in Figure 2. The parallel intelligence, as the objective of the method,
aims to improve our understanding of complex systems and the ACP approach
serves as the technical foundation to realize the objective.
Parallel intelligence: The objective
The long-standing cycle of data, knowledge, and action in scientific research is

such that knowledge extracted from data informs action, leading to the acquisi-
tion of more desired data, which in turn refines the knowledge with new data.
Wiener described this cycle as “circular causality,” paving the path for the study
of modern cybernetics and computational intelligence.60 However, within the
context of complex systems, this cycle faces challenges, primarily in the transi-
tion from action to data. Due to the nonlinear interactions and complex emer-
gencemechanisms among the numerous elements in complex systems, obtain-
ing desired data through actions performed in the actual system can be
problematic. Moreover, economic, ethical, and moral considerations often
make actions related to war or disasters difficult to execute. To mitigate chal-
lenges in the transition from action to data, simulation methods use artificial
models as substitutes for the actual system within the cycle. However, owing
to the inherent uncertainty of complex systems, a model deviation between
the actual system and its artificial counterpart often exists.59 This deviation leads
to differences between the data distribution generated by simulationmodels and
that of real-world data, ultimately resulting in cycle failure. Data mining methods
focus on one phase of the cycle: the extraction of knowledge from large datasets.
Although these datasets may be extensive, they can suffer from shortcomings
such as incomplete or inaccessible information.61 Moreover, data mining mainly
depends on correlations within the data, and this reliance can pose difficulties in
The Innovation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023 3



Figure 2. Parallel systems method as an interdisciplinary solution (A) The objective of the parallel systems method is to achieve parallel intelligence, which involves a novel cycle of
data, knowledge, and action between actual and artificial systems. This cycle is facilitated by descriptive, prescriptive, and predictive intelligence and the ACP approach provides the
technical foundation for the implementation of three types of intelligence. (B1) Artificial systems are composed of basic and domain-specific components, designed to fulfill specific
purposes. (B2) Computational experiments are conducted to generate data on the system’s behaviors across different scenarios. (B3) Parallel execution is leveraged to facilitate the
coevolution of artificial and actual systems in cyber, physical, and social spaces.
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exploring causality. These constraints can affect the reliability and validity of the
knowledge extracted.

Parallel intelligence aims to establish a novel cycle of data, knowledge, and
action, integrating research methods such as simulation and data mining. It
employs three distinct kinds of intelligence—descriptive, predictive, and prescrip-
tive—to enact this cycle. Akin to simulations, artificial systems can be con-
structed as digital counterparts of an actual system with the help of descriptive
intelligence. Unlike a complete replication, parallel intelligence focuses onmirror-
ing the actual system’s behavior within its artificial constructs. This enables the
artificial systems to generate data mimicking what the actual systemmight pro-
duce. Predictive intelligence explores potential behaviorsof actual systemsunder
different scenarios. By merging the generated big data with the actual system
data, it forms comprehensive datasets. These datasets, in turn, facilitate the
extraction or training of more reliable knowledge or intelligent models.62 Serving
as the final step, prescriptive intelligence aids in implementing actions based on
the refreshed knowledge or intelligent models. It fosters the coevolution of artifi-
cial and actual systems toward desired outcomes, creating new data in the
process.

Given the innate uncertainty and dynamismof complex systems, universal so-
lutions are not applicable. Artificial systems, in the context of parallel intelligence,
are not replacements for the actual system but function alongside it.63 They
must coexist within the same cycle with the actual system, and this cycle
must be carried out simultaneously between them. This ensures that artificial
4 The Innovation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023
systems can capture the dynamic characteristics of the actual system. Mean-
while, predictive intelligence should be engaged to probe as many possible be-
haviors of the actual system as possible, recognizing and navigating the inherent
uncertainty of complex systems.

ACP approach: The technical foundation
The ACP approach comprises three components: artificial systems, com-

putational experiments, and parallel execution. These represent the specific im-
plementations of descriptive intelligence, predictive intelligence, and prescriptive
intelligence, respectively.
Artificial systems. Artificial systems are usually constructed based on a

diverse range of knowledge. By employing techniques such as knowledge auto-
mation64 and knowledge representation,65 software-defined objects, environ-
ments, and events are crafted as artificial components to mirror various ele-
ments in the actual system. These software-defined artificial components,
which can be categorized into two groups, basic and domain specific, are
then integrated to form cohesive software-defined artificial systems.66 The
basic components encapsulate more than just the physical aspects of the
actual systems; they also encompass cyber and social dimensions, including
structures such as artificial platforms57 and artificial populations.67 Besides,
domain-specific components vary across various complex systems. For
instance, artificial hospital systems include subcomponents such as artificial
diagnosis, treatment, and nursing subsystems,52 while artificial population
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 3. Parallel technologies Various parallel
technologies are proposed by integrating advanced
technologies from different disciplines into the ACP-
based technical foundation.

REVIEW
systems comprise elements such as artificial cognition and human subsys-
tems.67 In the realm of agriculture, artificial systems are made up of compo-
nents such as artificial genotypes, environments, crop growth, and farmer
behavior subsystems.68 Moreover, modeling methods manifest diversity across
various fields. The ABM method has been widely employed to construct artifi-
cial systems, enabling each agent to engage in straightforward interactions.
Complex network models are also widely used to characterize the complex re-
lationships and interactions among agents in artificial systems.69 In parallel
vision research,70 computer graphics and VR technologies are employed for
constructing artificial scenarios and simulating diverse elements present in
real-world physical spaces such as illumination, weather conditions, and cam-
era configurations. Learning models further contribute to modeling human
cognitive systems.71 Moreover, knowledge graphs46 and mathematical
models72 are leveraged in artificial healthcare and artificial industry systems,
respectively. The recent emergence of large language models (LLMs), including
models such as ChatGPT, offers exciting possibilities for constructing genera-
tive agents with human behavior in artificial systems.73

Furthermore, a single actual system can correlate to several artificial systems,
each serving different purposes. For instance, distinct artificial traffic systems
can be constructed to represent different facets such as historical traffic condi-
tions, normal and average performances, optimal and ideal operations, aswell as
worst-case scenarios for disaster and emergency management.74

Computational experiments. Computational experiments can be conducted
in three distinct modes, each serving a specific purpose. In the learning and
training modes, the data generated from experiments are integrated with actual
scenarios or cases. This fusion facilitates knowledge acquisition and the accu-
mulation of experience for operators and managers in real-world systems. In
the experiment and evaluationmode, computational experiments are performed
more extensively and intensely to analyze and predict the behavior of the actual
systemunder various scenarios. In the control andmanagementmodes, compu-
tational experiments are conducted to optimize control schemes or manage-
ment plans, with consideration given to the differences between actual and arti-
ficial systems.

Xue et al.75 presented a range of fundamental techniques for conducting
computational experiments, encompassing the construction, design, analysis,
and validation of experimental systems. These computational experiments
vary in form across different studies. For instance, parallel testing has employed
semantic diagrammodels to generate challenging testing tasks that bolster the
autonomous capabilities of vehicles.76,77 Learning models, such as generative
adversarial networks (GANs), have been integrated with computational experi-
ments in parallel learning, resulting in the creation of traffic data,78 realistic im-
ages of rare driving scenes,79 and control schemes for traffic engineers.80

Recently, scenarios engineering has emerged as a technique to produce large
volumes of scenario data in parallel systems, enhancing the training of reliable
and trustworthy foundation models.81,82

Parallel execution. Parallel execution aims to facilitate collaborative and iter-
ative optimization of both artificial and actual systems, utilizing insights from
computational experiments. The techniques employed for achieving parallel
execution differ among various spaces. In cyber space, parallel execution is
commonly realized through the optimization of software, algorithms, and
models, such as the variousmachine learningmodels used in parallel learning.83

In the physical space, parallel execution can be achieved through the optimiza-
tion of existing scheduling and control procedures in actual systems, such as
ll The Inno
real-time economic generation dispatching and
control in power systems,84 or dynamic sched-
uling and operation control in high-speed railway
systems.85 In social space, parallel execution be-
comes more intricate, with past research
employing methods such as information guid-
ance or data-to-mind methods45 strategies. Ex-
amples include distributing energy coupons or energy-saving information to
incentivize power users86 and influencing pedestrian path selection and evacua-
tion behavior through strategic signage.87

Furthermore, it is crucial to implement corrections and updates to artificial sys-
tems. There is no universal solution for managing or controlling complex sys-
tems, as new problems, needs, and trends continually emerge. These must be
dynamically integrated into artificial systems in real time. Consequently, opti-
mized solutions can be derived from these artificial systems to steer the ongoing
development and evolution of the actual system.

PARALLEL TECHNOLOGIES
Built on the ACP-based technical foundation, the parallel systems method is

constantly enriched through integration with cutting-edge technologies from
various disciplines, leading to the emergence of novel technologies such as par-
allel learning, parallel blockchain, and parallel cognition, as shown in Figure 3.
These hybrid technologies enhance the capabilities of the parallel systems
method, enabling it to tackle complex problems. Concurrently, the growth of par-
allel technologies assists in overcoming intrinsic challenges associated with
these technologies. To ensure conciseness, this section delves into five major
parallel technologies, considering their overlapping and successive relationships
(see supplemental information for details of the selection procedure).

Parallel learning
Parallel learning, essentially a technical embodiment of parallel intelligence,

has become a prominent parallel technology. Traditional machine learning
methods grapple with issues such as inefficient exploration, poor generalization,
and data scarcity, especially within the framework of complex systems.62

Leveraging the ACP foundation, parallel learning enhances data augmentation,
online knowledge updating, and efficient exploration of the action space. Such
advancements enable the deployment of machine-learning-based solutions in
analyzing and managing complex systems.88,89 In parallel learning, advanced
models such as transfer learning, predictive learning, deep learning, reinforce-
ment learning, and GAN are utilized to generate diverse synthetic datasets.78

These datasets, fused with actual system data, offer substantial training re-
sources for the above models, culminating in more powerful and reliable intelli-
gence, capable of providing precise and robust solutions for complex systems.
Parallel learning found applications in areas such as traffic control,80,90,91 traffic
prediction,92,93 and energy systems management,88,89 further enhanced by par-
allel data.94,95

Furthermore, parallel learning has been combined with parallel vision70 and
parallel imaging96 to generate photorealistic images and scene data, addressing
challenges related to visual perception and understanding. The advantages of
synthetic data are2-fold. First, it tackles the issueof imbalanceddata distribution.
For instance, in autonomous driving,97 current datasets mainly comprise normal
driving scenarios, while rare events such as accidents are underrepresented, a
phenomenon known as the long-tail effect.98 Parallel learning techniques, such
as SST-GAN79 and LoTR,98,99 are capable of generating a diverse array of scarce
data to compensate for this deficiency.100,101 Second, annotating large-scale
data from real-world scenarios is cumbersome and labor intensive, often result-
ing in a limited range and scale of labeled datasets.102 Parallel learning provides a
solution by generating ample labeleddata for various tasks, including object posi-
tioning,motion trajectory tracking, semantic segmentation, depth estimation, op-
tical flow analysis, and other vision-related labels.70
vation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023 5
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 The efficacy of parallel learning has been empirically validated, but the disparity

between artificial and real data should not be disregarded.98 Ongoing research
into Sim2Real may offer solutions to this issue.103,104 Besides, Miao et al.105

have explored the interplay between parallel learning in the context of science
for artificial intelligence (AI) and AI for science, reinforcing our discussion on
the interdisciplinary essence of the parallel systems method.

Parallel blockchain
Blockchain represents an innovative decentralized infrastructure and a distrib-

uted computing paradigm. However, it faces challenges such as security threats,
block inflation, wasted computing resources, irrational competition, and other is-
sues that hinder its progress. Tomitigate these challenges, parallel blockchain106

was introduced. This concept adds computational experiments and parallel de-
cision-making functions to traditional blockchain operation, enabling the parallel
interaction and coevolution of actual and artificial blockchains.107 Using data
encryption, timestamp distribution, distributed consensus, and economic incen-
tives, parallel blockchain enables decentralized peer-to-peer transaction coordi-
nation and collaboration within a distributed systemwithout the need for mutual
trust between nodes. This provides a secure and trustworthy environment for the
interaction of various elements within complex systems.108

Parallel blockchain enables the implementation of decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO), a modern and effective organizational and managerial
framework for navigating uncertain, diverse, and complex environments.109,110

DAO can serve as a hub for integrating cyber, physical, and social spaces. It al-
lows for seamless storage and analysis of cyber data on blockchain; facilitates
the digitalization and registration of physical devices, assets, and entities as
smart properties on blockchain; and ensures privacy-protected, fair, and reliable
human-machine and human-human interactions through smart contracts re-
corded on blockchain.111,112 Powered by parallel blockchain and DAO, numerous
parallel applications have been developed in the fields of transportation,113

healthcare,114 and agriculture.115

Parallel control and management
In a broad perspective, the primary objective ofmany parallel technologies is to

enhance management and control, as the ACP-based technical foundation
essentially builds upon adaptive controlmethods in complex systems.11 In a nar-
row perspective, parallel control can be regarded as a data-driven computational
control approach in the control field.116 For instance, Song et al.117 applied par-
allel control to distributed parameter systems, exploring various cases such as
the vibration control of Longmen crane, cooperative control of multiagent sys-
tems, chemical process control of plug flow reactor, and the control of flexible
beam system. To address optimal control issues in discrete-time time-varying
nonlinear systems, parallel control was further combined with adaptive dynamic
programming and heuristic dynamic programming techniques.118,119 The self-
learning-optimized parallel control method has been investigated to assess the
theoretical performance of parallel control for the first time, laying a solid founda-
tion for future research and expanding its application. This exploration also facil-
itates the advancement of interpretability in AI.12 Traditional organizations and
management typically follow a top-down pyramid structure, which can restrict
innovation potential and interaction efficiency.110 Bolstered by parallel blockchain
and knowledge automation, parallel management offers a decentralized and
autonomous solution for management that highlights features of simple intelli-
gence, provable security, flexible scalability, and ecological harmony.120 Parallel
management targets not only physical organizations but also artificial or compu-
tational counterparts, as well as their mechanism for virtual-real interactions.121

Parallel sensing
Sensing activities serve a pivotal function in bridging information transmission

between artificial and actual systems. Traditional sensing, restricted by hardware
and software constraints of physical sensors, can be limiting. To counteract
these constraints, Shen et al.122 proposed parallel sensing that redefines sensors
as a combination of actual physical sensors and virtual software-defined sen-
sors, using the parallel systemsmethod to enhance their functionality. In parallel
sensing, physical sensors operate at discrete time intervals to conserve energy,
while virtual sensors function continuously to provide compensatory data. This
method has been applied to parallel vision,70 parallel point clouds,123 and parallel
light fields.124 Beyond enhancing sensor performance, the crowdsensing cam-
6 The Innovation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023
paigns can also be optimized. Crowdsensing intelligence, a novel framework
grounded in the parallel systems method, leverages the collective intelligence
of heterogeneous sensing participants to gather data and information from
CPSSs.48–50 A parallel vehicular crowdsensing system has also been developed
to produce high-fidelity data for various traffic scenarios, sensing tasks, and road
networks to guide the optimization of sensing campaigns.57

Parallel cognition
The investigation of parallel cognition represents a crucial stride toward

exploring social dimensions through the ACP approach. Human cognition, with
its complexity and uncertainty, has often been neglected or overly simplified in
research. Cognitive science is conventionally interdisciplinary and primarily em-
ploys experimental, inductive, modeling, and validation paradigms. These may
fall short in dealingwith complex systems involvingmultiple individualswith sub-
stantial heterogeneity and dynamics. Moreover, ignoring human imperfections
such as fatigue and faults can result in conflicts in decision making between
humans andmachines, or even severe accidents. Parallel cognition71was formu-
lated as a computational approach to interpret, learn, predict, and prescribe indi-
vidual behaviors under specific conditions in given tasks. A hybrid learning
method, founded on psychological models and user behavioral data, was pro-
posed to adaptively understand individual cognitive knowledge. The validation
of parallel cognition was conducted on two types of complex systems: social
group decision making in urban transportation and cognitive visual reasoning
in human-in-the-loop systems. These studies demonstrate its effectiveness in
fostering human-machine cooperation in complex engineering and social sys-
tems.67 Although the current research on parallel cognition is relatively limited,
its potential is evident. It offers a viable approach to delve deeply into social
complexity and paves theway for the creation ofmore realistic and nuanced par-
allel systems.

PARALLEL APPLICATIONS
Leveraging technical foundations and parallel technologies, parallel applica-

tions in the basic form of CPSS have been successfully deployed across various
domains such as transportation, healthcare, industry, agriculture, society, ecol-
ogy,125 education,126 and artistic creation.47,127 We mainly exhibit them in five
domains as illustrated in Figure 4. Parallel applications aim to tackle themanage-
ment and control challenges inherent in complex systems while simultaneously
enhancing their efficiency and sustainability. Additionally, they provide personal-
ized solutions for individual needs such as transportation services and medical
diagnosis and treatment.

Parallel transportation
As shown in Figure 5, parallel transportation emerged as one of the earliest

fields of parallel application. The swift growth of modern cities has given rise
to complex issues in contemporary intelligent transportation systems (ITSs),
including congestion, pollution, and accidents. These challenges require the
development of system-level management and control schemes for ITSs.74 Inte-
grating aspects such as traffic information collection, analysis, modeling, predic-
tion, control management, and measurement feedback, parallel transportation
management systems (PtMSs) offer a comprehensive solution. They are instru-
mental in evaluating ITS behavior under various scenarios,45,128–130 enhancing
traffic prediction78,94 and control.131–133 PtMS has been successfully deployed
in cities such as Binzhou, Taicang, and Suzhou, China.129 Sustainability within
ITS has emerged as a pivotal focus,134 leading to research on ACP-based en-
ergy-efficient schemes135 and parallel emission regulatory frameworks.136

Beyond system-level research, parallel transportation also extends personalized
services, including parking guidance137 and route planning.19 Moreover, intelli-
gent vehicles, seen as potential solutions to intricate problems in ITS, benefit
from parallel technologies, such as parallel learning,79 parallel vision,99 and
parallel testing.76,77 This technological support has led to the development of ap-
plications such as parallel driving138–142 and parallel vehicles143,144 to enhance
interactions between intelligent vehicles, human drivers, and the environment145

as well as strengthen vehicle intelligence.146,147

The field of parallel transportation has amassed numerous accomplishments,
both in cutting-edge techniques and practical projects. Moving forward, in addi-
tion to technical challenges, legal and ethical considerations will need to be ad-
dressed to pave the way for real-world implementation of applications such as
parallel driving and PtMS.
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Figure 4. Implementation and applications Various parallel applications have been developed to solve problems in complex systems from different domains.
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Parallel healthcare
To address the social, humanistic, and scientific challenges in healthcare, a

new infrastructure known as parallel healthcare has emerged based on the
ACP approach.52,148 The two main areas of application lie in the operations of
healthcare systems and hospital systems. Smart healthcare systems have
played a crucial role in advancing modern medicine; however, their practical im-
plementation still faces challenges, including inadequate cross-border collabora-
tion among experts and insufficient personalized diagnoses and treatments. To
address these issues, Wang et al.114 proposed parallel healthcare systems that
distill the synthesized data from both actual and artificial systems into precise
knowledge or profound intelligence for individual-specific healthcare problems,
using parallel technologies.Multiple parallel healthcare systemshave been devel-
oped to collaborate with doctors in diverse fields, encompassing gout,149 sur-
gery,150,151 hypertension,46 ophthalmia,152 and skin disease.153

Furthermore, the parallel systems method serves as a guiding framework for
developing the next generation of intelligent hospital operation systems.154 A par-
allel hospital canbe regardedasadigital representationof ahospital, encompass-
ing hospital operators and all participants involved in medical activities.52 This
approach facilitates dynamic and rational scheduling or pre-allocation of hospital
resources, thereby enhancing resource utilization and the quality of medical ser-
vices.Supportedbyparallel blockchainandDAO,aparallel hospital canestablisha
federated ecology in the healthcare field by integrating resources from multiple
medical institutions to improve overall system performance.52 Furthermore,
this research provides fundamental assurance for advancing remote healthcare
and helps mitigate disparities in the allocation of medical resources.
ll
Current researchonparallel healthcaresystemsprimarily reliesoncasestudies
and focuses on various specific diseases. Given the complexity of the human
body, which consists of numerous systems, there is an imperative to develop
comprehensive parallel healthcare systems in the future that encompass awider
rangeof physical andmental elements related to humanhealth. To achieve apar-
allel hospital federation ecology, future studies must develop standards and
norms to promote resource sharing among different institutions.

Parallel industry
Within the CPSS framework, the parallel industry integrates traditional indus-

trial systems, such as manufacturing, mining, and energy systems, with ele-
ments in the social space, including social demands, worker status, and user
behavior.155,156 This integration forges unprecedented opportunities for the
effective management and control of industrial systems, simultaneously
enhancing system reliability and operational efficiency and promoting sustain-
able development. Parallel manufacturing157 employs knowledge automation
to analyze and distill social demands fromsocial intelligence for product research
and production planning, facilitating a swift response tomarket shifts.15 Further-
more, parallel workers can supplant humanworkers in performingmost physical
and mental tasks, thus achieving cost-effective, efficient, and zero-inventory
manufacturing.16 The parallel systems method is employed to enhance the
dependability and operational efficiency of energy systems, including nuclear
power plants,158 microgrids,88 and the energy Internet.159 Additionally, parallel
mining160,161 has been implemented and deployed at over 20 mining sites
throughout China, significantly boosting production efficiency and safety
The Innovation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023 7



Figure 5. Parallel applications in parallel transportation They are roughly divided into three related parts: (A) system-level operations, such as emission regulatory and traffic
operation; (B) personalized services, including routing planning and parking guidance; and (C) intelligent vehicles designed for the implementation of autonomous driving.
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standards in open-pit mines and fostering the mining industry’s sustainable
development.

Although the parallel industry has shown promising results in the aforemen-
tioned areas, particularly in parallel mining, the consideration of factors stem-
ming fromsocial space is still in its infancy and somewhat oversimplified. Further
exploration must incorporate the intricacies of complex systems and delve into
social and human factors more comprehensively.

Parallel agriculture
In light of the growing global population, agricultural systems face mounting

pressures to produce enough food. Parallel agriculture aims to achieve sustain-
able agriculture with potential applications spanning all stages: pre-production
tasks, such as scheduling, market and demand analysis, and plant optimization;
inter-production tasks, such as plantingmanagement, environmental control, soil
analysis, fertilization, spraying, irrigation, and the use of pesticides and herbicides;
and post-production tasks, including harvest, storage, processing, transportation,
sales, and logistics scheduling.68 Currently, the parallel systemsmethod is lever-
aged to enable precisionmanagement of plant growth.162 Kang et al.17 proposed
an agricultural CPSS for agricultural production management services based on
the ACP approach. The system integrates social and physical sensors, including
wholesale market prices of agricultural products and environmental data from
daylight greenhouses, to offer decision-making support for planting plans
8 The Innovation 4(6): 100521, November 13, 2023
through the ACP approach. This approach can improve economic efficiency
while reducing labor and fertilizer wastage, thus promoting sustainable
development.163

While the fundamental framework for parallel agriculture is in place, lingering
challenges such as information asymmetry, data scarcity, and infrastructure in-
adequacy demand attention. Further case studies and empirical research are
indispensable for propelling the successful implementation of parallel
agriculture.

Parallel society
Empowered by advanced ICT, the swift spread of information and real-time

interplay between online and offline environments has augmented the
complexity of managing individuals and organizations within social systems.23

Parallel societies utilize the ACP approach to establish society laboratories that
offer decision-making support and wisdom for managing and controlling social
systems. For instance, in social emergencymanagement,164 the parallel systems
method has been employed to address public health crises165,166 as well as
emergency evacuations87,167–170 across various scenarios. In human-machine
hybrid CPSS, the parallel systemsmethod has been employed to investigate hu-
man cognition, taking into account human heterogeneity and uncertainty
through parallel humans and parallel populations.67,71 Prototypes of parallel hu-
mans and populations have been implemented for social security, social group
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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REVIEW
decision making, and advancing human-in-the-loop systems in complex engi-
neering. Furthermore, parallel management has been applied to organize,
manage, andmeasure knowledge work, reflecting the transition frommanual la-
bor to knowledge work in future intelligent societies.120,171,172

Due to the intricate nature of social systems, amajority of the current research
on parallel society is predominantly case based. Moreover, the authenticity of
these applications warrants further scrutiny. The future development of parallel
society applications could potentially be facilitated through collaborative data-
sharing mechanisms with governments and companies, enabling validation
and verification in a data-driven manner.
CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES
At present, the parallel systems method faces multifaceted challenges,

including internal challenges related to its existing theory and technologies,
external challenges posed by advanced AI, and persistent ethical and legal chal-
lenges. Meanwhile, we can anticipate the potential of this method to promote
sustainable development and interdisciplinary communication and cooperation.
Challenges
The parallel systems method is likely to encounter three major challenges:

internal challenges tied to the implementation of the ACP approach, external
challenges driven by the development of AI, and ever-present ethical and legal
challenges that always exist in human societies.

Internal challenges. Implementing the ACP approach presents internal
challenges, as deviations in the model can grow with system complexity. (1)
Hard to model. For some complex systems, unclear internal mechanisms,
incomplete knowledge systems, and limited data complicate the creation of
corresponding artificial systems. While it is unnecessary for artificial systems
to fully replicate the behavior of actual systems, there is still no consensus
on determining the validity and equivalence of artificial systems.173 (2) Hard
to experiment. In terms of computational experiments, many factors in com-
plex systems have mutual effects and nonlinear interactions. These interac-
tions may lead to causal inversion and spurious correlation, making it arduous
to design a comprehensive experiment plan to explore the behaviors of com-
plex systems. (3) Hard to control. In terms of parallel execution, controlling
actual system behaviors directly is often difficult due to the uncertainty of so-
cial factors and the free will of humans. In certain situations, behaviors can only
be indirectly influenced, making parallel execution challenging to quantify,
implement, and assess. Additionally, researchers must adapt the ACP approach
to complex systems’ diverse characteristics, a process where cognitive biases
may inadvertently play a role, potentially causing negative influence.67

External challenges. The parallel systemsmethod faces challenges from the
fast-paced growth of AI. The rapid evolution of AI has spurred innovations across
various disciplines.174 In particular, the recent advancements in foundation
models have achieved remarkable accomplishments in fields such as computer
vision and natural language processing.175 Navigating these advancements pre-
sents challenges for researchers across various fields, including those working
with the parallel systems method. For instance, how can emerging AI technolo-
gies foster theoretical and technical innovationwithin the parallel systems realm?
How will integrating new AI technologies with the parallel systems approach
enhance problem-solving capabilities for complex systems, and how might
this approach inspire breakthroughs in artificial general intelligence? We have
already witnessed some preliminary studies on integrating foundation models
with the parallel systems method,82,176 and the contribution of the parallel sys-
temsmethod to advancing reliable and trustworthy AI has been recognized.81,177

The external challenges posed by AI development may evolve into opportunities
for the parallel systems method in the future.

Ethical and legal challenges. Ethical and legal challenges cannot be over-
looked, and they mainly encompass three aspects. (1) Liability dispute. In fields
such as parallel society, parallel driving, and parallel healthcare, mistakes in deci-
sion making, traffic accidents, and medical mishaps caused by machines or al-
gorithms might lead to legal liability. (2) Privacy disclosure. The implementation
of the parallel systemsmethodoften necessitates engagementwith social space
and may require the collection of fine-grained individual data. Specifically, con-
structing artificial systems usually requires multi-modals and multi-source data
from various aspects. This can create a significant risk of personal privacy disclo-
sure throughobject association andmatchingwithin these data. (3) Human labor
ll
replacement. Parallel applications in various domains enable efficient collabora-
tion among humans, machines, and algorithms. However, they can also lead to
reduced human resource utilization. For instance, the deployment of parallel
manufacturing has cut the number of workers on a production line from 36 to
just one.15 This reduction might exacerbate societal concerns about new tech-
nologies supplanting human roles. Beyond these three aspects, there exist other
ethical and legal challenges that necessitate attention, including algorithmic fair-
ness and biases, intellectual property law, safety, and transparency.178
Perspectives
We anticipate that the parallel systemsmethod will have far-reaching implica-

tions, offering critical insights in two aspects: promoting sustainable develop-
ment and facilitating interdisciplinary research.
Promoting sustainable development. The parallel systems method could

become a cornerstone in the pursuit of sustainable development.179 (1) Improve
system efficiency. By facilitating interactions between artificial and actual sys-
tems, this method paves the way for more effective cooperation among various
elements, as well as more judicious resource allocation in complex systems. For
instance, studies on parallel driving and parallel vehicles have demonstrated their
potential in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution.134 Meanwhile,
parallel agriculture empowers precision agriculture, enabling meticulous
resource planning and eco-friendly agricultural production.68 Parallel mining en-
hances the efficiency and safety of open-pit mines while promoting environmen-
tally responsible mining practices.158 (2) Develop three types of humans. To pro-
mote efficient cooperation between humans and other elements such as
machines, algorithms, and advanced AI technologies, future parallel applications
will introduce three classifications of humans: digital, robotic, and biological. Dig-
ital and robotic humans will take over the bulk of mental and physical labor, alle-
viating the intense demands placed on biological humans to manage complex
systems. At present, the deployment of these three types of humans in fields
such as autonomous driving,142 knowledgemanagement,120 artistic creation,127

and industrial production15,16 has already demonstrated significant advance-
ments in collaboration between humans and various other elements.
Facilitating interdisciplinary communication and cooperation. The parallel

systems method has the potential to facilitate interdisciplinary communication
and cooperation. (1) Serve as a consensus. Different disciplines possess distinct
perspectives and methodologies for addressing problems, necessitating a
consensus among them to facilitate effective communication and cooperation.
The parallel intelligence and ACP-based technical foundation can serve as the
consensus to aid experts from different disciplines in gaining a comprehensive
viewof theentireproblem-solvingprocess for complex systemsandcomprehend
their respective roles in the different stages. (2) Resolve conflict and inconsis-
tency. The implementation of the parallel systems method is anticipated to
address conflicts between diverse disciplines and inconsistencies within individ-
ual fields that often arise fromchallenges in theory testing. For example, there is a
controversy among scholars from diverse fields regarding the efficacy of ABM
techniques173; in the field of social science, two theoretical models regarding so-
cial contagion and collective behavior have had a significant impact; however,
they are logically incompatible.180 Theparallel systemsmethod, beingapplication
driven and tailored to specific complex systems, allows for practical validation of
diverse models and methods. Through this validation, conflicts and inconsis-
tencies can be reconciled based on practical outcomes. (3) Satisfy diverse disci-
plines. Theparallel systemsmethodstrives to advance knowledgeacross various
disciplines. Situated in what has been referred to as Pasteur’s quadrant,180,181 it
reveals that application-based research can also promote fundamental under-
standing within each discipline. Parallel applications offer solutions to the man-
agement and control of complex systems while satisfying epistemic values
across different disciplines.182 For example, the parallel systems method can
yield explanatory insights (e.g., human dynamics and disease outbreaks69,166,168)
that are typically concerned by social science, while it can also be used to make
predictions (e.g., trafficflowandaccidents18,93,94) that areemphasizedbycompu-
tational science. (4) Become amature field. The parallel systemsmethod has the
potential to evolve into a comprehensive and independent interdisciplinary
researchdirection.Thiscouldprompta restructuringofacademiccurricula, allow-
ing interdisciplinary researchers to cultivate a blend of skills and knowledge,
underpinned by new thinking, philosophy, science, method, and technology.60

The accumulated perspectives, philosophical concepts, and cultural aspects of
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 interdisciplinary research through the parallel systems method will likely play a

significant role in this evolution.
CONCLUSION
This review has delved into the origins and fundamental concepts of the par-

allel systems method, shedding light on its objectives and technical foundation.
The exploration of advanced parallel technologies and applications serves as a
testament to the interdisciplinary accomplishments of the method. Despite the
challenges that still need to be addressed, the future of the parallel systems
method looks bright. It has the potential to contribute significantly to sustainable
development and act as a unifying force across various disciplines, facilitating
interdisciplinary communication and cooperation.
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